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Abstract
Innovation has become an important driving force for the social development.
Scientific and technological transformation gradually plays an important role
in economic development, which has great significance to promote the hightechnology combined with productive forces. However, the organizations that
undertake the innovation mission always don’t have too much awareness of
technology transformation. The efficiency of technology transformation is not
high. Some universities and research agencies don’t establish a reasonable and
systematic transformation mechanism. Thus this paper points at the status
quo and demands of university’s technology transformation activities, and explores each phase of technology achievements transformation, so that some
other organizations can learn from technology transformation experience,
which can also provide theoretical support for the transformation of scientific
and technological achievements.
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1. Introduction
With the rapid development of science and technology around the world, the
technology updating cycle is getting shorten. Scientific innovation becomes
more supportive for the social development, but also a core problem in technology management, which reflects the creativity ability of different subject of
tech-innovation occurs. In early 1980s, America government introduced BayhDole Act, which allowed researchers to have the patent rights to have the ownership of research achievement, promoting the commercial transformation of
university and research institutes [1]. Canada also put forward various policy
measures, including patent ownership, benefits right and so on, which aimed at
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maximizing the economic and social value of public-funded research activities.
In Australia, the federal government has already allocated a large amount of resources to protect the commercialization of scientific and technological achievements and build university-business partnership [2]. What’s more, many universities and research institutes are more interested in improving the commercialized ability themselves. China also pays much attention on technology transformation activity. The latest scientific and technological achievements transformation law (amendment) and some policies put by the state council provide
the basis for technology transformation, meanwhile, the universities in our
country keep learning advanced experience from foreign model, and exploring
localized technology transformation model, which combined our country’s situation, promoting the performance of technology transformation further [3]. So
that, this paper explores the innovation model of universities’ scientific and
technological transformation, from the micro level to realize the operation mechanism of technological transformation, to support the technology transformation practice and promote technology management. In this paper, the researchers choose the Institute of Advanced Technology, University of Science and
Technology of China as the research subject of case study, and explain the research process in details, which can show the research path and evidence clearly.
In the following part, this paper would introduce the Institute of Advanced
Technology firstly; and then list the research methods and collected materials to
explain the research logic; at last we can make conclusions.

2. The Situation of Universities’ Technology Transformation
2.1. The Status Quo of Universities’ Technology Transformation
The index of national comprehensive intellectual property has steadily increased,
in 2015 already reaching 187.35 point. The operating, creating, protecting level,
and environment benefit are improved. Among them, university and research institute are important units to apply intellectual property of research achievements,
and the proportion of intellectual property rights have been increasing year by
year [4]. But compared with developed countries, the whole level of technology
transformation should be improved, many research achievements are isolated
from market, can’t bring economic benefits, that means our research are not related with social development closely.

2.2. Existing Technology Transformation Mechanism
and Evaluations
According to the different implementation methods, the transformation mode of
scientific and technological achievements in universities can be broadly divided
into direct implementation, cooperative implementation and achievements
transfer. Among them, the direct implementation, namely the researcher who
owns the research achievement can start his own business, or the university
self-employed business to achieve the technology’s economic values. Cooperative implementation means researchers cooperate with enterprise to transfer the
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research achievements together, usually use the way like stake in price, profit
sharing, et al. Achievements transfer implementation is using the ownership or
usage trade the benefits of commercialized achievement, let the enterprise implement the research results, including commissioned project, technology deal,

et al. [5].
The methods mentioned before usually needs necessary support, always let
the researcher implement the scientific and technological transformation activity
voluntarily. This was called first generation of technology transformation mechanism. This model has some problems [6]. First, there is too much difference
between university and enterprise, including research goal and commercial
needs, innovation path, organization method, evaluation standard, even environment demands. Thus, the research achievement of universities hardly applies
to the product that market needed directly. Second, the transformation mechanism of research is not systematically. The traditional system is designed to meet
the needs of academic research and personnel training. The existing system has
insufficient matching in the aspects of management system, department setting,
incentive mechanism, et al. [7]. So that, during the real transformation process,
the universities meet some obstacles generally, such as bridging with the market,
product advocating and so on.
Meeting market demands is a core part to achieve commercialization of research achievements and industrialization of product. In general, university
contact market very rarely, but enterprises have different mission orientation
and operation style, which lead to the difference in cooperation. This caused the
missing link in the technology transformation process of university, which also
existing in the whole university scientific and technological industrial chain [8].
In order to solve the difficulties encountered in technology transformation,
since 1980s, the government and universities explore a variety of organizational
forms of innovation, such as building engineering (technology) center, technology transfer office, university science park and other forms of comprehensive
technology transformation platform. Some universities even explored many
other mechanisms, such as building joint research institute with enterprise, collaborative research center [9]. Part of researchers called this type of technology
transformation mechanism through innovative platform scientific park model,
which paralleled with traditional technology transformation model. In fact, these
innovative models are based on the original transformation of scientific and technological achievements, which provide innovation platform for improving hardware and software, to bridge the industrialization and commercialization [10].
Generally speaking, the way through comprehensive innovation platform to
achieve economic benefits was called the second generation of universities’ technology transformation model.
After more than 20 years of exploration and practice, all kinds of innovative
platforms are becoming more important in high-tech industrialization, researcher
training, scientific research development, providing very good environment for
enterprise, promoting the cooperation between universities and enterprise, which
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benefit for regional economic development and research achievement industrialization. But these platforms still have some problems, such as led by different
departments, the guidance are not match goal, the self-evaluation is not accurate, among these, the universities research mechanism not match industrialized
demands is the core reason.
In the background of the fast-paced society development, the market organization, which represented by the enterprise, encountered various market demands, complex technology environment, and has higher standard for product,
service, and update. The transformation process which turn research achievement to productive forces, the whole process needs too much condition, transfer
chain has many phases and each of them is interactive [11]. So that, to enhance
the conversion efficiency, still needs more systematic and comprehensive exploration.

3. Methodology and Research Objects
3.1. Research Methods
This paper uses case study, mainly based on the following reasons:
1) The technology transformation research in our country still in the exploratory stage, represented by the university transformation platform, is thriving
practice and very little research base, it is difficult to use traditional analysis method. Besides, technology transformation platforms meet the research standard
of extremely research sample, belongs to the scope of case study. Thus using case
study can explore new information of thriving stuff, proving the first hand information for the study [12].
2) Technology transformation related with interaction of different objects,
focus on process study. Case study method is dynamic, could track, describe,
and evaluate stuff better, more suitable for process-oriented research issues.
3) The technology transformation problem is highly complex, the concept has
been put forward for long periods, but researchers still can’t understand the potential mechanism. What’s more, the subjects of this research field are too many,
including the personal behavior of micro level to scientific policy making of macro level. The case study is suitable for complicated problems, the case study
method has the characteristics of embedded and inner perspective, and can
study the essence of the problem in depth.
In case study, this paper adopts the methods of interview, observation, physical analysis and document analysis, to construct triangle evidence from multiple
sources and perspectives. Interview, which means at least two researchers to
access to the worker in this institute, and one listed some relevant questions, the
other is responsible for noting words, during the interview, the researcher can
observe the facial expression of interviewee, to make sure the information is
true. Physical analysis, to examine whether the material is match the interview
information or document information or not. Document analysis is collecting
related policy, regulation, conference notes et al., to verify the situation of the
institute whether match the planning document.
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3.2. Research Objects
This paper chooses Institute of Advanced Technology, University of Science and
Technology of China, which referred as institute of advanced technology, as research objective. The main reason as follows:
1) Institute of advanced technology was the earliest established professional
technology transformation platform, also one of the few platforms already in
operation. Thus it can be seen as a strong individualized case, in line with the
scope of the case study.
2) Institute of advanced technology is responsible for technology transformation, combined with research and market. Institute of advanced technology is
depending on university of science and technology of China, thus own much
high quality intellectual property, the operation behavior is typical.
3) The history of institute of advanced technology is not long (established in
2012), the operation model is different with traditional incubator and scientific
park, but has its own characteristics. Besides the institute has policy support, it’s
more inclined to adopt new policy, and has certain priority trial rights, with
good external conditions.
Before conducting research and in-depth study, researchers try to realize objects firstly, using network, phone call to collect part files. Based on the realized
survey information to sort out a clear outline, mainly for the investigation before
the field survey and track important stuff, and add detail information to outline
after investigation. As shown in Figure 1.

Figure 1. Case outline (part of research).
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4. The Situation of Technology Transformation of
Institute of Advanced Technology
4.1. Status of Institute of Advanced Technology
The Institute of Advanced Technology was built by Anhui province, Hefei city,
the Chinese academy of science and USTC, based on the principle of collaboration between province and academy, municipal and university. Different from
the nature of incubator and university science park, the Institute of Advanced
Technology is a public institution, which burden the benefits and the loss itself.
The main task is to carry out high-tech R & D and application, also high-tech
researcher training, is a very important part in creating a world-class researchoriented university, is an extension of teaching and research system. The main
purpose is based on basic research achievements of USTC, gradually improve
the level of research industrialization. The institute was charged in bringing the
technology with market potential, providing very good environment and preferential business conditions, such as the provision of registered address, free of
rent for a year, and ultimately guide the development of technology mature and
extended to the market.
The Institute of Advanced Technology has more than thousand acres, is in the
first phase of construction. Now, it has management staff 32, more than 400 researchers, and 400 graduate students. And it already adjusts the department,
now has four, respectively technology development department, which undertake the technology development work and service function, based on university,
research academy to build a new platform which apply for second innovation of
technology and experience trial. Combing with development needs of society,
the department provided high-tech for industrialization. Second, enterprise development department, which is responsible for development plan and annual
work plan, application for intellectual property and protection. Third, information technology department, the main job is advocating the news, cultivating the
internship, and education. Forth, service management department, responsible
for staff recruitment, finance, and material, and daily administration and publicity work. The Institute of Advanced Technology creates academy and platform
model, expand the way of technology transformation, enhance the advantages of
technology transformation.

4.2. Data Collection and Processing
In order to gain a better understanding of the operation mechanism and model,
from June 2015 to June 2016, the researcher interviewed the worker in The Institute of Advanced Technology many times, and visited the institute. The relevant personnel including engineers, technology worker, and management staff.
During the interview, at least two people at the scene, one people conduct the
conversation, the other one is responsible for recording and observation. After
the interview is over, the researchers would leave the place very soon, in order to
keep the mind objectively and independently. After that, the researchers would
analyze the information, and using the software called Nvivo to manage the files,
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to build the Nvino database. Also keeping updating the information collected,
add secondary code and third code, such as researchers, benefits allocation, and
introduced project, and construct the connection between different codes.
Meanwhile, based on the connection, the researchers assume the causal link between variables. Besides, the researchers also scan the websites of government to
collect related data, make full preparation for research.

5. The Framework of Case Study
As the transformation of scientific and technological achievements in the community has aroused too much attention, many scholars realize the significance of
technology transformation. But the related research on this field just based on
theoretical construction and the introduction of foreign models, and little research on domestic practical model. Based on the previous research, this paper
focuses on the question of whether there are any exploratory innovations in the
transformation of scientific and technological achievements in domestic universities, the transformation mechanism of scientific and technological achievements in domestic universities, and the marketing of scientific and technological
achievements, which provide a new research direction and research path. so this
study is a type of phenomenon-driven Thus, pointing at the process of the Institute of Advanced Technology, divides the transformation mechanism of scientific and technological achievements into the project mechanism, the operation
mechanism and the marketing mechanism, and analyzes the mode of transformation of scientific and technological achievements, and experience (mechanism flow chart, see Figure 2).

5.1. Research Project Funding Mechanism
The project funding mechanism, namely the innovation target located of research, to bridge the local market. In the pre-phase, the subject should ensure
the potential of research project, this mechanism includes two, dual leadership
of strategic level and specialists’ consultation of project level.
1) Dual leadership consultation mechanism
As mentioned above, the Institute of Advanced Technology is built by four
different subjects, in order to facilitate coordination and communication, it
adopted dual leadership mechanism, each level of leaders of institute are also in
the government, academy, and USTC. When faced with majority problems, they
usually have consultation and operation, and make decision jointly. Compared
with other organizations, the Institute of Advanced Technology is relatively neutral. This information got by interview, and checked with other people worked in
the institution. Thus this information is considered to be real and reliable. The
researcher listed the name of interviewed people and some documents also confirm the statement, shown as Table 1 and Table 2.
2) Expert consultation mechanism
At the project level, the Institute of Advanced Technology will choose qualified project. The general process is to convene the experts to discuss the feasibi277
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Figure 2. The technology transformation mechanism of the institute of advanced technology.
Table 1. The sequence of role: the reaction to the institute management.
Platform

Interview

Position

Related with
management

Attitude

Microelectronics
and optoelectronic
common
technology platform

A

deputy chief engineer

closely

positive

B

engineer

medium

medium

C

engineer

medium

medium

D

person in charge1

closely

closely

E

person in charge 2

medium

medium

International
R & D service
outsourcing
innovation platform

F

person in charge

medium

medium

Technology
management
department

G

person in charge

closely

positive

Management
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Table 2. Relevant documents source of evidence.
Type of evidence

Source of evidence

Document

Internal management practices, management manuals, etc.,
affiliated platform regulations, regulations and other documents.

File

Regulations in the website of government,
news of related government department.

Observation

Major events are held jointly by both parties, and management
personnel are present, and some documents are signed by both managers.

lity of the project transformation and promotion in the form of a conference.
According to the advantages of the Institute of Advanced Technology, the researchers here can have good interaction, choose project that match the character of the institute. Researchers interviewed the related worker to confirm the
information and introduced the process specifically. Besides, researchers found
that the most of funded projects are in material and agriculture fields, little in
internet product, the researcher think that it mainly because the institute depends on the advantage of USTC, and the internet marketing is already developed, although the periods are short, but it need too much invest. Thus the Institute of Advanced Technology chooses to combine with the research background. Researcher observed the enterprise in the institute, found rarely related
internet product, almost in material, computer and other content-based, from
the side confirmed that the experts’ database is building, and evaluating the
project funding. The process of collecting data, the researchers used the methods
of interview, observation and evidence of things, confirming the operation mode
and authenticity of this mechanism from various aspects, and constructed the
role sorting table and test table (seen as Table 3), researchers for the interview
object using a pseudonym:
By comparing the expert database to the project metrics and evaluating the
responses to the relevant audiences, it is possible to understand the needs of the
audience in timely and to identify the needs of the market. On the one hand, it
can assess the professionalism and fairness of the expert database, and can be
timely to find social concerns to understand the project incubation innovation
and flexibility, for the first Institute of project evaluation expert database construction can be relatively comprehensive evaluation.

5.2. Technology Transformation Operation Mechanism
Economist Schumpeter pointed out that innovation, including technological innovation and institutional innovation, if countries or enterprises to achieve sustainable development, must be at the same time technological innovation and
institutional innovation. Only technical innovation, there will be “lock-in” effect.
In the process of independent innovation, people tend to pay great attention to
technological innovation, while ignoring the importance of institutional innovation. At present, one of the problems in the transformation of scientific and
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Table 3. Reaction to incubation project.
Factor analysis of
incubation project

Attitude of expert

Attitude of related
technology group

Technology

Whether technical innovation
is mature, can achieve the
completion of the sample,
the function is consistent.

Whether the technology can
arouse the audience’s interest,
whether to recognize
the innovation.

Understand

Whether the expert’s understanding
of the technology is, whether it is
a comprehensive assessment
of the meaning of technology.

Whether to understand the
meaning of the
technological innovation.

Prospect

Whether the technology has a
good industrial prospects,
bring the expected benefits.

Whether the target group
expects the technology
to be industrialized.

Time period

The product’s time-cycle
assessment is related to the risk
of technology investment.

Whether to recognize
the cycle of
technological industrialization.

Funding invest

Whether the industrialization
requires a lot of
capital investment.

Whether it is recognized
as a high capital investment
and output model.

Related with
management

Whether it can rely on the
faculties of the disciplines
and technical advantages.

And whether the combination
of the advantages of the academy
has become a screening
index of the project.

technological achievements in China is that there is no in-depth study on the
transformation mechanism, and most of them are in the theoretical discussion.
Therefore, constructing the transformation mechanism of scientific and technological achievements, to open the black box of transformation process, become a majority work in technology transformation. There are two parts in
technology transformation of the Institute of Advanced Technology. One is managed by the management of institute directly, the other is indirectly way, the
institute hold the stake of the independent department. From these two ways of
operation, we can see the institute use academy plus platform model, it uses both
enterprise and publicity unit model.
Intellectual property operation platform is very important in the Institute of
Advanced Technology. The reason is that the institute undertakes a Torch Plan,
from January 2016 to December, lasting one year. It has three stages: first,
building a trading platform, “for the region’s intellectual property trading platform”, to undertake the school’s scientific research, under the enterprise’s investment and financing, the main transformation methods are three: License
(charge), transfer (sell), price investment (derivative). Mainly based on intellectual property is a property that can bring benefits. The initial use of patent results investment, scientific research into the project, through the project to attract business participation, gathering, the ultimate goal is to form an industry.
The ideal goal is to establish a university research achievement—technology
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transformation platform—financial invest system. Second, international construction, platform and the French Patent Sovereign Fund (FB) cooperation,
through the national background and channels to set up cooperation office, the
introduction of talent and foreign experience, the final project landing. In addition, learn international practices and rules, fight against patent rogue, protect
reasonable intellectual property rights. Third, researchers want to deepen the
patent application, the establishment of technical professional office (TTO), to
create a technical background, legal background, business background as an integrated platform, and specifically deal with patent value assessment, transformation and other issues. The final results of the Torch Plan mainly include two
aspects: one is having physical sites, build online and offline platform, the other
is that, in the platform on the basis of the completion of several project transactions. The construction of the intellectual property operation platform is a good
way to make up for the domestic colleges and universities do not understand the
operation of the intellectual property market, providing a patent into the finished product and the market after the street. Through the intellectual property
operation platform, you can set up enterprises or the introduction of capital, the
prospects of better product incubation to the market, access to good industrial
prospects and market returns.
Researchers focused on the incubated project in the Institute of Advanced
Technology, and kept long consistent and observation, they saw the research
achievements of color detectors, led AC drive and thin film technology. These
patents are the core part of photovoltaic agricultural technology. The color detector can distinguish red light and blue light, and can adjust the proportion of
the light. Led AC drive is opposed to DC drive, it can improve the efficiency of
energy use, the maximum can up to 20%. The thin film technology can filter can
the red light and blue light, and reflecting the red light. Thus the red light can be
used for power generation, and blue light used for plant growth. Researcher
googled the related patented websites and found more than ten intellectual
properties was approved. After testing the technology, the PV is currently developing into the experimental stage to design the final product. At present, the
PV agriculture project team has built a trial area of 36 square meters to carry out
small-scale agricultural planting and power generation work. Researchers conducted field tests on the test fields and obtained first-hand information. In addition, in the IP project platform to promote the stage of PV agriculture project,
the Institute of Advanced Technology wants to create a company to implement
the patent, this is consistent with interviewed information. Also the researchers
found that the PV agricultural project team to participate in entrepreneurial
competition and won some startup company competition awards. It could confirm the words. The According to the research data and the process of project
transformation, the key events and the timeline of the transformation of PV
agriculture are formulated, as shown in the following table (shown as Table 4).
The researchers sort out the patent applied timeline, combined with materials to
check whether the information is true, ensuring the information is effective.
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Table 4. Majority events and timelines.
2011.11-2012.10

PV agricultural intellectual property, and the team into the institute.

2012.12

Theoretical test, prepare for design the trial sample.

2013.12

Team to participate in entrepreneurial,
to attract social concern, won the Gold Award.

2014.1-2015.4

Explore the results of the transformation of cooperation,
including entrepreneurship and revenue.

2015.5

Set up a prototype, begin test field.

2016.3

Start up company, finished the test field, evaluate the practice.

Until the sample is mature, the transformation of scientific and technological
achievements into the interface with the market, the important parts are product
performance, intellectual property rights and other issues and how to carry out
marketing. As the establishment of the Institute of Advanced Technology is
short, the main attention on material, computer technology field, the technology
transformation period lasted too long, and many intellectual property platforms
are not into the market. Thus in this article, focusing on two issues, one is the
proportion of benefits distribution of scientific and technological achievements,
and the other is the analysis of the market promotion mechanism of scientific
and technological achievements. In the latest scientific and technological achievements transformation law, and the State Council put forward some policies rule
that the researcher can have at least 50% proportion of benefits, the Institute of
Advanced Technology already improved the benefits allocation proportion up to
50%, and inner brochure of the institute to confirm the rule. Also researchers
found the original intellectual property of the Institute of Advanced Technology
and confirm the regulation. During the survey process, researcher made a conclusion that the benefits allocation would not be a problem in the technology
transformation. The other research question of this paper is professional market
promotion mechanism. In domestic, the scholars are not having too much research achievements, just on theoretical level. the Institute of Advanced Technology mainly rely on the affiliated platforms and cooperate with foreign organization, setting independent office in foreign countries, introduce and learn professional intellectual property talents, which promote the commercialized
process of technology transformation. During the investigation, the operation
platform still under construction, researchers just found some planning documents, so researchers wish to explore more in the future research, to open the
black box in technology transformation, to ensure the continuity of the technology transformation. Based on the existing research achievements, researcher
constructs a technology transformation mechanism of the Institute of Advanced
Technology, such as Figure 3.
This mechanism analyzes the driven factor of technology transformation, and
then through constructing company, stake shares and enter into the market ultimately. During this process, it combined with open innovation paradigm and
found new path to promote the research achievements, link research achieve282
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Allocation of
authority,
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Figure 3. The technology transformation of the institute of advanced technology.

ments with social development, and ultimately achieve innovation-driven development.

6. Conclusions and Suggestion
In order to further promote the innovation-driven development, it is necessary
to seek a new growth point of national economic development, and make the
research more realistic; and university in domestic should explore the technology transformation model more positively. As a representative of technology
transformation, the Institute of Advanced Technology will play its own advantages and actively explore the multi-participant mechanism under the environment, and achieve remarkable results.
In the technology transformation field of university and research institute, the
Institute of Advanced Technology on the basis of accumulated experience actively learns from foreign advanced models and practices, to explore the localized technology transformation model. To solve the problems of traditional
universities’ technology transformation, using innovation target, operation mechanism and market promotion, and developing relatively comprehensive technology transformation service and industrial chain are regarded as the second
generation of domestic universities’ technology transformation mechanism. The
Institute of Advanced Technology relying on the education resource of USTC
and its own advantages, will concentrate more on market, and will cultivate a
batch of famous companies. Through international and cooperation, the Institute of Advanced Technology will train more technician and specialist, promoting the regional development. In the context of the national reform and economic transformation, the technology transformation platforms will play more
important role in social development and promoting the local industry updating,
which also contribute to the construction of national innovation system. In order to further improve the technology transformation mechanism of the Institute of Advanced Technology, improving the performance of technology transformation and innovation ability, this paper put forward the suggestions as followings:
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1) Enhancing the policy support, improving benefits allocation mechanism.
The Institute of Advanced Technology can strengthen the policy support and
enhance the innovation enthusiasm of the scientific and technological workers
in the existing framework and policy. In the projects involving intellectual property rights, the ownership of intellectual property rights can be reformed and the
ownership of intellectual property rights can be delegated to researchers in the
form of gifts and rewards [13]. At the same time, the institute should improve
the benefits allocation mechanism of technology transformation, and make a
reasonable reward standard to protect the legal rights of researchers’ benefits [14].
2) Strengthen international cooperation and professional personnel training.
On the basis of making full use of its own advantages, the Institute of Advanced
Technology should cooperate with foreign intellectual property operation platform, introduce professional intellectual property operation personnel, and construct the international transformation mechanism of intellectual property rights
[15]. At the same time, the Institute of Advanced Technology should cooperate
with USTC and top-class universities and enterprise, which is helpful to the
shortage of professional talents, also helpful to enhance the level of scientific and
technological achievements.
3) Actively introduce the market mechanism, promote the marketization of
scientific research. Technological innovation and social needs are closely linked,
and the research achievements should turn into productivity forces through the
market mechanism, it’s meaningless that if the research achievements are not
linked with society needs [16]. Thus, the Institute of Advanced Technology
should encourage the affiliated platforms enter into market, choose high-quality
project, reduce the dependency of government, and related government departments’ intervention. Combined the research achievements with market demands, the technology transformation platform would promote the competitive
advantage of lab technology, and make more contributions to the social development.
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